
Table easel as cookbook stand
Instructions No. 558

Practical: On this cookbook stand, the recipe stays open exactly on the page you need for cooking. The timeless country house look is
created by playful bobbin lace and MDF decors, which are simply glued on, and by the dark wiped edges.

Here's how it works  

Disassemble the Easel into its individual components, saw off the middle bar
at the desired height.
All individual parts, the wing screws, hinges and two MDF-decors paint white
opaque and let dry.
For an antique effect, wipe over the edges with Ink Pads .
Reassemble the Easel .
Glue the bobbin lace with tape-Ribbon on the upper and lower crossbar and
on the slider.
Cut ten 20 cm long pieces of Cord , fold them over in the middle and wrap
them with the rest of the Cord to form a tassel. Fix the ends with hot glue.
Cut the end of the tassel straight.
Cut the second glitter cord into three pieces of the same length, thread it
halfway through the loop of the tassel and braid a plait with two strands of
each.
Glue the plait with hot glue on the slider and over it a MDF-decoration.
Glue the second decor in front of the shelf.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
480024 Keraflott Relief Casting Compound, White1 kg 1
750028-70 Marabu decorative lacquer, 50 mlWhite 1
542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
120371-10 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 10/10 mm 1
130288 Handicraft saw 1
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